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Question Option - A Option - B Option - C Option - D Ans 

1 HTML stands for? Hyper Text Markup 

Language 

High Text Markup Language Hyper Tabular Markup 

Language 

None of these A 

2 which of the following tag is used to mark a begining 

of paragraph ? 

<TD> <br> <p> <Tr> C 

3 From which tag descriptive list starts ? <LL> <DD> <DS> <DL> D 

4 Correct HTML tag for the largest heading is <H6> <Head> <Heading> <H1> D 

5 The attribute of <form> tag Method Action Both A and B None of these C 

6 Which of the following is a container? <SELECT> <BODY> <INPUT> Both A and B D 

7 Correct HTML to left align the content inside a table 

cell is 

<td left> <td raligh = "left" > <td align = "left"> <td leftalign> C 

8 The tag which allows you to rest other HTML tags 

within the description is 

<TH> <TD> <TR> <CAPTION> D 

9 How can you open a link in a new browser window? < a href = "url" target = 

"new"> 

<a href = "url" target= 

"_blank"> 

<a href = "url".new> <a href = "url" target 

="open"> 

B 

10 The tag used to create a new list item and also include 

a hyperlink is 

<LI> <DL> <DD> <UL> A 

11 Which of the tag is used to creates a number list? <LI> <OL> <LI> and <OL> None of these B 

12  The _____________ attribute specifies an inline style 

associated with an element, which determines the 

rendering of the affected element. 

DIR STYLE CLASS ARTICLE B 

13 The __________ attribute sets the text direction as 

related to the lang attribute. 

LANG SUB DIR DS C 

14 The latest HTML standard is XML SGML HTML 4.0 HTML 5.0 D 

15 What i s the correct HTML for adding a background 

color? 

<background>yellow<Backgr

ound> 

<body color = "yellow"> <body bg color = "yellow"> <body bg ="yellow"> C 

16 Main container for <TR>, <TD> and <TH> is <TABLE> <GROUP> <DATA> ALL OF THESE  A 

17 The body tag usually used after TITLE  tag HEAD tag EM tag FORM tag B 

18 How can you make an e-mail link? <mail href +"xxx@y.com"> <a href ="mail to: 

xxx@y.com"> 

<a href = "xxx@y.com"> Both (b) and (c) B 

19 HTML uses User defined tags Pre-specified tags Fixed tags defined by the 

language 

Fixed tags defined by the 

language 

C 

20 Fundamental HTML Block is known as ___________. HTML Body HTML Tag HTML Attribute HTML Element B 

21 Apart from <b> tag, what other tag makes text bold ? <fat> <strong> <black> <emp> B 

22 Who is Known as the father of World Wide Web 

(WWW)? 

Robert Cailliau Tim Thompson Charles Darwin Tim Berners-Lee D 

23 What tag is used to display a picture in a HTML 

page? 

picture image img src C 

24 HTML web pages can be read and rendered by 

_____. 

Compiler Server Web Browser Interpreter C 



25 Which of the following is not a browser ? Microsofts Bing Netscape Navigator Mozilla Firefox Opera A 

26 Tags and test that are not directly displayed on the 

page are written in _____ section. 

<HEAD> <TITLE> <BODY> <HTML> A 

27 Which tag inserts a line horizontally on your web 

page? 

<HR> <LINE>  <line direction="horizontal"> <TR> A 

28 Which tag is allows you to add a row in a table? <td> and </td> <tr>and </tr> <th> and </th> <cr> and </cr> B 

29 Choose the correct HTML tag to make atext Italic <ii> <italics> <italic> <I> D 

30 What is the correct HTML tag for inserting a line 

break 

<br> <lb> <break> <new line> A 

31 What does vlink attribute means ? Visited link Virtual link Very good link Active link A 

32 Which attribute is used to name an element uniquely 

? 

class id dot All of the above B 

33 HTML tags are recognized by  <! <= => < > None of these C 

34 Gif and jpg are the two main types of what? Animated effects videos images None of these C 

35 HTML is the standard ____language for creating 

Web pages. 

scripting programming 

 

styling 

 

markup 

 

D 

36 Which of the following is underline tag? <PRE> <UL> <U> HR C 

37 To create HTML page, you need _____ Web browser text editor Both [A] and [B] None of the above C 

38 <a> and </a> are the tags used for ______ Adding image Aligning text Audio-voiced text Adding links to your page D 

39  HTML tags with no content are called _____. Special tags Advanced tags Empty tags 

 

Other tags 

 

C 

40 The Major components of the Web browser are ___ Menu Bar. ToolBar  Location All Of the Above. D 

41 The following html tag is used to display the content 

as a moving text 

<marquee> </img> <a href> none of the above A 

42 html document have a extension ______ .hmt or hmtl .htx or .htxl .htm or .html none of the above C 

43 The _____ element can be used to identify your html 

file to the outside world 

title body head none of the above D 

44 Which of the following tags do not require a 

terminator 

<u> <br> <b> none of the above B 

45  Which HTML tag is used to define a short quotation? <quotation> 

 

<quote> 

 

<qut> 

 

<q> 

 

D 

46 The symbol that identities that HREF attribute as the 

name of a NAME anchor rather than an address or 

filename is 

“&” “$” “#” “!” C 

47 The year in which HTML was first proposed _______. 1990 1980 2000 1995 A 

48 HTML invented by Tim Berners-Lee Larry Page Bob Kahn Jimmy Wales A 

49 HTML is a subset of ______ SGMD SGML SGMH None of the above B 

50 HTML tags are surrounded by which type of 

brackets. 

Curly Round Squart Angle D 
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